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What drives
consumers?

Question 1
Do you feel more likely to buy a used car now than last month?
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I don’t feel like a change
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Question 2
If you were buying a used car now, what fuel type would you choose
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Question 3
Have used cars become more attractive purchases than new cars to you in the last month?
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Question 4
If you were buying a used car now, which factors would influence your choice?
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Question 5
When buying your next used car, which finance method would you use?
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Question 6
How much more are you paying for motoring compared to the start of this year?

Typical monthly fuel costs are around £106 for petrol and £140 for diesel. How much
more do you think you are paying now compared to the start of the year?
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Typical monthly car insurance costs are around £35. How much more do you
think you are paying now compared to the start of the year?
No Increase
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Typical annual car servicing and repair costs are around £275. How much more
do you think you are paying now compared to the start of the year?
No Increase
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Typical monthly car finance cost for a loan or lease is around £230. How much more
do you think you are paying now compared to the start of the year?
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Consumer data source is pre-qualified as being a used car user/owner but there will also be a qualifying question
in case this has changed. We will also have source profile data which includes gender, age, and location.

Running out of screen wash again

Car not starting in the morning

Possibility of breaking down in the cold

Not being able to see well out of a dirty, icy windscreen

Worrying about skidding or ice or snow

Other drivers not taking enough care for the road conditions

Getting into a freezing car on a dark morning

Losing your ice scraper and de-icer

Having to clear ice off the windscreen

What's the most frustrating thing about driving in winter?
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What drives
dealers?

Question 1
Do you feel more optimistic or pessimistic about the used car market than last month?
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Question 2
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Reduction in desire for car ownership

Emergence of agency model

Changeover to electric vehicles

Need for increased transparency and processes

Uncertainty over future ICE car values

Finance availability
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Increasing compliance requirements

What do you see as the biggest challenge(s) for your future retailing of used cars (choose any 3)?
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Question 3
Do you feel customers have become more likely to buy a used car rather than new in the last month?
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Used cars offer much
better value than new
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Question 4
What worries you most about retailing used electric vehicles?
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They’re expensive
compared to petrol
and diesel

Motor finance
options are
currently limited

We have no
onsite charging
facilities

Customers are
not ready to
accept them

Our sales team
aren’t trained to
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isn’t equipped
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Question 5
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Consumer data source is pre-qualified as being a used car user/owner but there will also be a qualifying question
in case this has changed. We will also have source profile data which includes gender, age, and location.

EV facilities in our workshop

More choice of EV models

Longer range EVs

Generally cheaper EVS

More finance options

Lower cost onsite charging

Training programmes for sales staff

The 2030 production deadline being extended
to give the industry more time to adapt

What would help you most to adapt to retailing EVs?
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